Immigration Partnership Council
Meeting Minutes
Date
Time
Location
Present
Regrets
Staff

20 February 2019
12:00pm – 2:00pm
150 Frederick St, Room 110 (Gaukel)
Karen Spencer (Chair), Pari Karem (Vice Chair), Eliseo Martell (SSG Chair), Dianne
Boston-Nyp (BSG Chair), Ian McLean (WSG Chair), Jenny Flagler-George, Nancy Bird,
Dr Ernest Osei, Sonja Erstic, Tracey Hare Connell
Peter Donahue (Past Chair), Lucia Harrison, Douglas Bartholomew-Saunders, Yasir
Dildar, Jennifer Roggemann, Linda Terry, Kelly McManus, Conal Vaughan, Sora Yun
Tara Bedard, Pauline Peng, Dan Vandebelt, Nora Whittington, Diana Palmerin Velasco,
Alejandra Amez

1. Welcome and Review of the Meeting Agenda
Meeting started at 12:15pm. Karen Spencer welcomed everyone and introduced Alejandra Amez,
Immigration Partnership’s new Communication Coordinator.
2. Declaration of Conflict of Interest
No conflicts of interest were declared.
3. Items for Approval
3.1 Consent Agenda
Karen introduced the consent agenda, including the 21 November 2018 Council Meeting Minutes,
Syrian Newcomers Fund Grant Impact Report, ED’s Report and the CAP Progress Report.
Motion: That the Immigration Partnership Council approve the consent agenda in its entirety.
 Pari Karem brought forward the motion.
 Jenny Flagler-George seconded the motion.
 Council voted to approve. No members opposed or abstained from vote. Motion carried.
4. CAP Implementation Highlights
SSG
Eliseo Martell drew Council’s attention to the progress report and highlighted several points. SSG
recently met with the International Student Spouse Committee, hosted out of an early years centre.
He noted that spouses of international students are in need of a lot of support and SSG is looking to
grow the relationship with this committee.
He reported that SSGs language learning group has been discussing youth, workplace language
learning, and fast track methodology (for faster learning in an ESL class environment) as gaps and
challenges to be addressed as priority. This task group includes various formal and informal language
learning providers, including LINC, ESL, conversation circles, etc.
Pari added that Conestoga College provides workplace specific language training and that all
settlement organizations providing conversation circles, including YMCA, rely heavily on volunteers.
She noted that more volunteers are needed, especially retired English teachers.
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BSG
Dianne Boston-Nyp updated Council on the 2018 Global Migration Film Festival, noting that the event
was an incremental success, with 400 attendees compared to around 200 in the first year.
Pari praised this year’s efforts and indicated that they YMCA would like to join in 2019 in hosting
screenings at all of its locations.
Dianne noted that BSG is currently developing the 2019 social media campaign for the March 21
International Day for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, seeking to expand on the engagement
of the last two years. She noted that this year the campaign will include videos on social media (30-45
seconds, see handout) and invited everyone on Council to participated.
Karen asked staff to email information about the March 21 campaign to Council.
Dianne also noted that the welcoming municipalities working group is planning to host a community
citizenship ceremony in Cambridge, details to be determined.
WSG
Ian McLean noted that the Waterloo Region Immigrant Talent Hub discussions are ongoing, with the
need for such having been identified as early as the time of WRIEN. He indicated that WSG will be
taking time over the next few months to gather further employer input at upcoming events to inform
this planning. He informed Council that WSG it will do an RFIQ at some point to gather information
and answer any questions in the community.
He noted that WSG is partnering with Communitech’s Tech Jam event on February 26 to offer a preJam networking training for immigrant job-seekers - 75 signed up so far. IP is also partnership on the
2019 Global Skills Conference on March 6 to host another networking event for employers and
immigrant job-seekers.
WSG is partnering with the HRPA on an educational event on hiring immigrants for approximately 80100 HR professionals. Ian noted that HRPA is transforming and becoming more oriented toward
partnerships with groups like IP, driven in part by talent shortages. Another educational event for
employers will take place in June in partnership with the Chamber via another Point of View
Luncheon with a key speaker and radio and newspaper coverage.
Ian also noted that he took the opportunity to talk about the Immigration Partnership, talent issues,
and the importance of immigration and employment success for newcomers at the recent Ontario IP
Caucus meeting in Waterloo.
Action items:
 Email Council the BSG request re the March 21 campaign
5. Items for Information/Discussion
5.1 Evaluation Update
Dan presented the main findings in the Partner Survey. There were 61 responses this year (approx.
60% response rate), from all partner groups and staff. 57% are service providers, 20% are
employers, and 10% are community members. Overall, responses were extremely positive in terms of
partnership commitment to IP and motivation to contribute. Double click image below for slides.
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After the presentation, Tara asked Council for comments and questions – what does Council see in
terms of things we should be paying attention to?
Jenny Flagler George noted that housing really stood out as a challenge. She noted that the issue is
bigger than just IP or immigrants but with the momentum of the Council she believes Council can turn
attention here and try to move the needle. She noted the importance of make connections with other
work on this topic happening elsewhere and seeing what we can add.
Tracey Hare Connell indicated we should listen to what survey respondents are saying are the
priorities. Housing is one but also employment and language.
Ernest Osei recalled his experience with immigrant job seekers, the need to upgrade their skills and
the lack of resources to support this.
Pari noted that each member of Council should think about what they can do individually in their own
role, and what Council can do as a whole.
Tracey noted that the survey results indicate IP is still on the right track with the Pillar priorities, so we
should keep doing what we are doing and think about what we can ramp up.
Eliseo expressed a desire to see Council doing more to advocate with the Region and municipalities
re housing. Regarding employment, skills recognition and credentialing is the responsibility of the
Colleges of the professions, so again Council should be advocating there.
Ernest noted that most immigrants’ biggest priority is employment. They may not think about housing
immediately because many came sponsored by family or stay with friends. He noted he’s also like to
see input directly from newcomers, not just people who sit on the tables. Dan Vandebelt indicated
that we gather that input in the Community Survey (later this year).
Karen indicated that we will then look at how the Partner Survey and Community Survey findings
align. She agreed that priorities from the survey remain consistent with settle, Work, Belong, and to
leveraging what we have in the community and advocating as Council on common priorities. She
noted that housing is increasing as a priority and funding is always on the radar.
5.2 Request from the Waterloo Region Crime Prevention Council
Karen drew Council’s attention to a request from the Chair of the Crime Prevention Council, inviting
IP and members of a few other collaboratives to participate in their meetings for cross-pollination of
work. Pari and Karen noted that they used to be on CPC but not anymore. We share a staff member
(Alejandra) but not Council members currently.
Karen indicated she sees some intersections in our work, i.e., work on hate crimes and racism. Pari
saw value and commonalities in the work - i.e. presentations to immigrant parents about drugs – and
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would like to receive their information. Tracey indicated a desire to understand why they feel like this
is a valuable exchange and what it would look like to them.
Karen suggested that she reply, inviting CPC to the next Council meeting to discuss. Council agreed.
5.3 Settlement Funding Update
Pari reminded Council of the October IRCC consultation on local settlement priorities, where the
following service gaps were identified: mental health, coordination of services (specifically for youth,
seniors, and women), connections to healthcare, settlement hub concept, support services (including
childcare and transportation), program evaluation, and sustainability of services. She informed
Council that IP facilitated a very successful follow-up session in January were local agencies
intending to apply for IRCC funding shared information about planned proposals. They took the
opportunity to begin discussions about potential partnerships and review identified gaps to see if they
were being addressed. Pari and Tara noted that this was a big step forward in partnership of local
settlement organizations – the first time such proactive planning and collaboration has taken place.
Most organizations expressed a desire to meet again once the call opens – IP will follow-up.
There was a discussion about settlement funding allocated to Waterloo Region compared to similar
communities in Ontario, with the mixed understanding of whether Waterloo Region receives its fair
share proportionately. Tara was following up to gather more information. For the 2019-2020 fiscal
year, settlement providers in Waterloo Region were the only ones in the province to take a cut in
order to address wait lists for language training.
Karen noted there may be an advocacy follow-up to this once more information is known.
5.4 Advocacy Update
Karen noted that she and Tara met with Belinda Karahalios. It was a great meeting, probably the
most promising one. Tara indicated that they raised points ranging from misalignment in jobs and
skills in the community, the need for better employment supports for immigrants, the lack of housing
to meet the diverse needs of immigrants, the importance to sustained funding for medical
interpretation, welcoming communities and their engagement with the municipality, as well as
funding. Tara was invited to a provincial budget consultation, which was cancelled due to weather.
5.5 10 Year Anniversary Update
Council was very pleased with the Appreciation Event and loved the stories – great atmosphere, feel
like a reunion. The stories and poster content will be on social media over the course of the year.
Tara indicated that the Council planning group intends to bookend the year with a Forum looking
forward to the next 10 years. She asked for ideas for the forum and who from Council would like to be
involved in planning. Tracey and Dianne volunteered. Karen suggested everyone be reminded to
give ideas and speaker recommendations post meeting.
Action items:
 Karen to follow up with Shane Turner inviting CPC to the April IP Council meeting.
 Tracey and Dianne to wok with Tara/others on Fall Forum.
 Tara to invite Council’s ideas for topics and speakers for Fall Forum.
6. Meeting Adjourned at 1:56pm
Next Meeting: 17 April 2019, 12:00 – 2:00pm
Location: 150 Frederick St, Room 110 (Gaukel)
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17 April 2019
12:00pm – 2:00pm
150 Frederick St, Room 110 (Gaukel)
Karen Spencer (Chair), Pari Karem (Vice Chair), Eliseo Martell (SSG Chair), Dianne
Boston-Nyp (BSG Chair), Ian McLean (WSG Chair), Douglas Bartholomew-Saunders,
Jenny Flagler-George, Dr Ernest Osei, Yasir Dildar, Linda Terry, Kelly McManus, Lucia
Harrison, Sonja Erstic
Peter Donahue (Past Chair), Jennifer Roggemann, Conal Vaughan, Tracey Hare
Connell, Nancy Bird, Alejandra Amez
Christiane Sadeler (WRCPC)
Tara Bedard, Pauline Peng, Dan Vandebelt, Nora Whittington, Diana Palmerin Velasco

1. Welcome and Review of the Meeting Agenda
Meeting started at 12:18pm. Karen Spencer welcomed everyone and added updates on the
Metropolis Conference and provincial budget to the agenda before CAP updates.
2. Declaration of Conflict of Interest
No conflicts of interest were declared.
3. Items for Approval
3.1 Consent Agenda
Karen introduced the consent agenda, including the 20 February 2019 Council Meeting Minutes,
Syrian Newcomers Fund Grant Impact Report, ED’s Report and the CAP Progress Report.
Motion: That the Immigration Partnership Council approve the consent agenda in its entirety.
 Eliseo Martell brought forward the motion.
 Lucia Harrison seconded the motion.
 Council voted to approve. No members opposed or abstained from vote. Motion carried.
Metropolis Conference
Lucia Harrison informed Council that she and Tara Bedard went to the National Metropolis
Conference (on immigration) in March. It was quite academic, but they heard lots and were able to
link up with other LIPs from across Canada. Lucia noted she was blown away by the level of
municipal involvement with the LIP and on immigration in other municipalities: i.e. in Halifax,
immigrant attraction and retention is integrated in the city’ strategic plans; in Hamilton, the LIP moved
from social services to economic development, looking at immigration as an economic and
community development driver. She noted that in Waterloo Region, we have side support from
municipal officials but we have not seen this translate into the level of engagement as elsewhere nor
immigrants being valued so highly as economic drivers. She expressed a need to shift the
conversation with local governments from seeing/welcoming more immigrants as a good thing to
seeing it as an imperative.
Linda Terry expressed full agreement, noting that Cambridge is working on a new strategic plan so it
is a good time to go to City Councils on this topic. Pari Karen added that in Stratford and Perth
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County, the YMCA is seeing greater engagement from key players such as local government and
United Way.
Karen asks what the Council sees its role to be in this. Pari indicated she would like to see
representatives from all cities at the IP Council, for the area Mayors to follow up with city staff to
foster strong buy-in, and for a shift in thinking – instead of looking at immigrants and refugees as
people with needs, look at them as an economic asset and consider what it means in terms of
economic planning. Shifting the thinking in the local government will change the thinking of the
community.
Lucia noted that this is time-sensitive with the cities and the Region starting to develop their strategic
plan for the next term and suggested that Council send letters to mayors and councillors.
Eliseo Martell suggested that Council prepare a 2-pager for the municipalities on why immigration
matters to use in interacting with their strategic planning processes.
Tara recalled that Council previously indicated a desire to invite the urban Mayors to be ex officio
members of the IP Council, decided that it would delegate to all area Councils to make the case for
greater municipal engagement with the partnership. She noted that Peter, Karen and herself will
address the first point when they soon follow up on Council membership and that a suggested
schedule for delegating to the area Councils is included at the end of the ED Report.
Karen agrees that the top priority is to get the letters to the mayors as they are working on strategic
plans now. Linda urged that we set up meetings with mayors and CAO regarding the strategic plans.
Provincial Budget Re: Legal Aid Ontario (LAO) Cuts
Lucia informed Council about the significant cuts to Legal Aid Ontario (LAO) in the recent provincial
budget, including full de-funding of the immigration and refugee law program, and expressed concern
about the implications of cuts for all immigrants and especially refugee claimants. She noted that
above and yond the support that KWMC or MCRS provide claimants locally with their claims process,
there has been an average cost of $2000/person to LAO to provide legal expertise on asylum claims.
She argued that claimants quickly repay this amount since they get to work and pay taxes.
Karen noted an immediate piece to this as well as longer-term funding stability and asked what
advocacy is developing. Lucia noted that people are scrambling and indicated she’d like Council to be
ready to support when other advocacy plans are clearer – most likely before the next Council
meeting.
Eliseo asked staff to see what other LIPs across the province are doing to inform our approach. He
also noted that there are cuts many in areas that will impact immigrants and refugees, such as
LHINS.
Karen asked for a point of clarification about meeting outside the regular schedule of meetings. Tara
indicated while there is nothing preventing us from doing so (outside scheduling challenges) Council
has not met in person outside regular schedule but has convened several teleconferences to make
decisions on urgent matters.
Ian McLean indicated the need to understand LAO’s funding history to show impact if we engage in
advocacy to be able to demonstrate impact on immigrants and the system. Karen asked that we
consider how we can show impact and cost of the budget cut and asked Lucia/Tara to update Council
as possible.
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Ernest Osei indicated that a fulsome economic analysis would be important.
Action items:
 Tara prepare letter to urban councils/region regarding strategic planning ASAP.
 Council/other partners/Tara to delegate to the urban Councils/Region in May/June and the
townships in the fall.
 Seek other ways to influence municipal strategic planning processes/increase municipal
engagement.
 Tara to connect with other LIPs re any action on LAO budget cuts.
 Lucia to update Council on LAO budget advocacy updates via Tara.
 If needed, Council convene a teleconference to decide on advocacy follow-up.
4. CAP Implementation Highlights
SSG
Eliseo provided Council a short update on SSG progress, highlighting that some health providers
have signed up for the WWLHIN interpretation model but that the number needs to grow. He also
noted that the service delivery profile featuring top languages and countries of origin of immigrant
services users is out and a helpful tool for service planning. He also indicated there is a local
movement to bring PRS and settlement groups together more closely to improve settlement
outcomes for privately sponsored refugees.
WSG
Ian highlighted that WSG is working on a survey to employers in relation to the immigrant
employment hub concept and Request for Information and Questions to get feedback from the
broader community. There are important considers regarding nature, space and capacity to figure
out.
He noted that the Partnership is partnering with the GKWCC on a Point of View luncheon for area
employers on June 20. It will include a panel discussion with employers and immigrant entrepreneurs,
as a means to further educate employers and encourage them to hire immigrants. He reported that
the #HireImmigrantsWR messaging continues and Nora is consistently connecting with employers as
a result. He reflected that the urgency of talent needs is now driving more employers to reach out to
new talent groups like immigrants.
Lucia reflected on the settlement hub discussions and questioned why two different hub discussions
are happening when we are trying to bring services together?
Ian responded that employers want something focused on them. Nora added that employers want a
business model that meets their needs rather than that of social services. They would like a different
look, feel and operation, a place that employers want to be a part of, similar to a Communitech or
Chamber type of setting.
Douglas Bartholomew-Saunders agreed, noting that the language that speaks to the employers is
very different from the language used in social services. It is a focus on assets and opportunities to
solve the employer problem – the employer is the focus. He noted that he does not like the idea of
splitting the concepts but believes it is necessary to get buy-in from the employer world, which will
benefit newcomer clients. Ian added that to get to SMEs this is needed to be at their level and
readiness.
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Lucia noted that there may be a role for the Partnership is showing that most non-profits operate as a
business, have large cash flows and many employees, and are nimble and agile. Karen agreed but
noted that the non-profit sector needs some self reflection to consider why people think this and how
we can show the business side to them.
Ian stated that WSG is looking at how other places match talent and job openings and reflected that
this work is connected to the Partnership’s other work; i.e. language learning.
Douglas noted the dual clients in employment: the job seeker and the employer, stating that both
need to be served in the right way to help the job seeker, reinforcing the validity of employers’ needs.
He provided an example from Halton where the shift to a business model led to an increase from 5%
to 43% exit to employment for EO clients.
Lucia updated Council that the three main settlement agencies – YMCA, KWMC and Reception
House – are continuing to pursue service integration in a physical hub (with possibility of space for
others) and that all three on a roughly 2 year timeline under their current lease agreements, which is
favourable to forward movement. Pari also stressed the importance of alignment between settlement
and employment hubs and overall alignment of services for newcomers.
BSG
Dianne Boston-Nyp provided an update on the three items BSG is involved in. The Social Isolation
Action Group recently met to plan another Multi-Cultural Connections event for ethno-cultural leaders
in May. Based on previous engagement with this group, goals are building around increasing
mentorships, networks and social capital. She noted that this group may eventually find space in a
hub. She referenced the fantastic results of the March 21 campaign against racial discrimination and
thanked everyone for their engagement. She also referenced the group’s partnership with the
Kitchener Public Library this year in planning a public conversation that evening that drew a full crowd
at the main library. She also updated Council that the welcoming municipalities groups continues to
meet to plan initiatives, with City of Cambridge working on plans for a Newcomer Day in the fall which
will include a community citizenship ceremony.
5. Items for Information/Discussion
5.1 Evaluation Update
Yasir Dildar updated Council on work of the Evaluation Advisory Committee, which has included
preparing for the upcoming Community Survey in June and planning for the next Partner Survey later
this year. Dan Vandebelt added that the Partner Survey will be moved forward a few months so the
results are available in time to feed into the CAP review process. He also informed Council that this
year the partners survey will only be for immigrants and refugees, with input from employers, the
broader community and other services being gathered elsewhere.
Tara noted that these surveys are all part of the Partnership’s overall evaluation strategy. She noted
that a plan developed with the EAC shows the timing and connection of all these pieces over the next
two years, leading to refresh of the Community Action Plan. The current CAP runs until the end of this
year, and we would like to bring that forward to allow a planning process that launches a refreshed
CAP in April 2020 to align with our IRCC funding period. She flagged the idea that we are building on
years out outreach and work, not starting new, so rather than building a process to design a “new”
CAP, we aim for a process that take the information we have and refreshes and strengthens the
existing CAP. She invited Council to reflect on what that process would look.
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Pari stated that comparing the current CAP and the past ones, there are not too many differences
between the needs of immigrants and refugees then and now. She questioned how we can move
forward to deepening our outcomes?
5.2 Alignment Discussion: Waterloo Region Crime Prevention Council
Karen welcomed Christiane Sadeler from the Waterloo Region Crime Prevention Council (CPC) and
invited her to share background about the work of CPC and her ideas on the synergies between the
two Councils.
Christiane introduced herself and provided a brief history of CPC: It started in 1994, operates in much
the same fashion as the Partnership, and has 41 sector representatives (people on board represent
sectors instead of organizations) on its Council. She indicated that the CPC is focused on being
proactive to keep the community healthy and connected, knowledge exchange and leveraging
dynamic partnership. . They speak up against marginalization and promote equity and belonging,
which interacts directly with IPs work. They are focused on upstream prevention work.
Ian asked how any alignment would work?
Christiane invited IP partners to be more informed about the work of the CPC (i.e. sharing minutes,
agenda), which could be reciprocal. She invited IP to let CPC know when interests overlap. She
suggested being ambassadors of each other’s work because at the end of the day we want the same
things. She noted the importance of avoiding linking criminality and immigration and recalled that
evidence shows the inverse if true - the more immigrants, the lower the crime rates.
Karen thanked Christiane for reaching out and suggested we would follow-up.
5.3 IRCC CfP Update
Tara will address by email.
6. Meeting Adjourned at 2:00pm
Next Meeting: 19 June 2019, 12:00 – 2:00pm
Location: 150 Frederick St, Room 110 (Gaukel)
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19 June 2019
12:00pm – 2:00pm
150 Frederick St, Room 110 (Gaukel)
Karen Spencer (Chair), Pari Karem (Vice Chair), Eliseo Martell (SSG Chair), Ian McLean
(WSG Chair), Peter Donahue (Past Chair), Jennifer Roggemann, Tracey Hare Connell,
Dr Ernest Osei, Linda Terry, Lucia Harrison, Nancy Bird, Douglas BartholomewSaunders, Conal Vaughan, Sonja Erstic
Dianne Boston-Nyp (BSG Chair), Kelly McManus, Alejandra Amez, Nora Whittington
Yasir Dildar, Jenny Flagler-George
Arran Rowles, Katharine Gump
Tara Bedard, Pauline Peng, Dan Vandebelt, Diana Palmerin Velasco

1. Welcome and Review of the Meeting Agenda
Meeting started at 12:15pm. Karen Spencer welcomed everyone and introduced guests Katharine
Gump (summer student at IRCC) and Arran Rowles (Director of Strategic & Quality Initiatives,
Community Service, Region of Waterloo, attending on behalf of Douglas Bartholomew-Saunders)
2. Declaration of Conflict of Interest
No conflicts of interest were declared.
3. Items for Approval
3.1 Consent Agenda
Karen introduced the consent agenda, including the 17 April 2019 Council Meeting Minutes,
ED’s Report and the CAP Progress Report.
Motion: That the Immigration Partnership Council approve the consent agenda in its entirety.
 Lucia Harrison brought forward the motion.
 Tracey Hare Connell seconded the motion.
 Council voted to approve. No members opposed or abstained from vote. Motion carried.
4. CAP Implementation Highlights
WSG
Ian Mclean informed Council that planning for the immigrant talent hub continues with outreach to
employers for input via a survey. The survey was circulated at the Manufacturing Summit and to
Chamber membership. The planning group will meet in summer. Aiming for at least 50 responses.
The #HireImmigrantsWR campaign continues with radio ads on Faith FM and 98.5 and we continue
to get response from new employers. WSG is partnering with New Horizons Media to host an
Immigrant Business Expo on September 21 at Kitchener City Hall. IP and the KW Chamber are
partnering on a Point of View luncheon for employers at the Delta Hotel on June 20. It will feature a
panel of speakers to talk about the motivation of immigrants and the value they bring to business.
Peter Donahue and Tracey Hare Connell asked to attend the luncheon.
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Jennifer Roggemann noted great work has been done via the Partnership to raise the profile of
immigrant talent in Waterloo Region, noting that Waterloo Region bubbles up around the country as a
good community for immigrants to live in. Ian agreed, noting the profile of the Toronto Waterloo
corridor is growing as is the focus of that work on connecting talent to work, which impacts our efforts.
Karen asked about the connection to Faith FM? Ian indicated that the station reaches new audiences
and a lot of their listenership is interested in the work we do and supporting it.
BSG
Diana Palmerin Velasco provided an update on behalf of Dianne Boston-Nyp. BSGs social isolation
working group is planning the next Multicultural Connections event for multicultural leaders in August.
Based on conversations with participants to date, the focus will be on empowerment via space,
resources and knowledge of systems and advocacy. The public education working group is analyzing
the results of the WR Matters Survey questions on perceptions on immigration and considering
follow-up campaigns. The welcoming municipalities working group is focused on supported Waterloo
Region’s first ever Newcomer Day Celebration which will take place in Cambridge on September 17.
It is a full day event with a citizenship ceremony and the whole IP Council is invited.
Lucia noted that there may be an opportunity with the heightened focus on diversity and for example
the Kitchener Mayor’s Task Force on Diversity, Equity and Inclusion for municipalities look at the role
of city in supporting emerging ethno-cultural leaders by making city space available to them for free.
Diana noted that BSGs municipal partners were certainly discussing this, but that it is an issue bigger
than them. Tara Bedard noted that in the Immigration Partnership’s recent submissions to the cities of
Kitchener and Waterloo strategic plan consultations, IP raised the notion of making city spaces
available to ethno-cultural groups to support their development and make better use of city spaces.
Douglas asked if we are putting the same amount of emphasis on Cambridge as we are on Kitchener
and Waterloo, noting that as a regional partnership we should be putting the same effort in all areas
of Waterloo Region. He also referenced a new Committee of Council on Wellness about to launch in
Cambridge that the Crime Prevention Council will be part of s a non-voting member and suggested
that IP should also be involved. Linda Terry agreed.
Tara noted that when Cambridge begins is strategic plan process IP will also engage in that and that
she would follow up on Cambridge Wellness Committee membership.
Diana noted that Cambridge officially joined the Partnership in 2016, whereas Kitchener and Waterloo
have been involved since the beginning. She reflected that it was a real challenge to get Cambridge
involved but that we are seeing really positive progress.
Linda asked about the townships and suggested that IP connect with the Rural Realities Committee.
Tara agreed to follow up with Linda and Douglas on Cambridge and township connections.
SSG
Eliseo reminded Council about IPs Weekly Update, which is a great resource for sharing information
across the region and encouraged members to include their events. He referenced connection with
the International Student Spouse Committee and information sharing about settlement services. In
the area of health, he noted promotion of LHIN funded medical interpretation continues, as do
connections with online health provider platforms to make them easier for immigrants to use them by
providers including information that they may seek (i.e. language of service). He and Dan Vandebelt
reported that the language learning task group created a resource outlining formal and informal
English language learning options in Waterloo Region and access pathways.
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Council was impressed with the language learning resource and asked staff to share the link to it.
Action Items:
 Peter and Tracey to be added to list of invitees for the Chamber/IP employer luncheon
 Tara to follow-up Cambridge wellness committee connection
 IP staff to provide Council with the link to the language learning resource
12:50 Ian McLean left the meeting.
5. Items for Information/Discussion
5.1 IP Council Attendance, Recruitment & Leadership
Peter noted there have been some issues at recent IP Council meetings with low attendance and
leaving early which impedes quorum. He noted that a lot of work is done later in the meetings and
quorum is important. He asked Council to keep this in mind and at minimum advise the Chair of a
need to leave early so agenda adjustments can be make if needed.
Peter provided an update on Council recruitment progress. There are currently two vacancies and
based on previous Council discussion representation is being pursued one with the school boards
and another business rep. Four current member’s terms are ending this year which will open up new
recruitment opportunities. In initial discussion, potential recruitment options include a Cambridge
neighbourhood association, Conestoga College, an International Migration Research Centre
immigration researcher and an immigration lawyer. He asked Council for recommendations.
Tara noted Conestoga was previously on Council, and asked Council for preference regarding a
business that is leading in immigrant hiring versus immigrant-owned business.
Nancy suggested that we focus on systems influence when finalizing selections.
Pari Karem expressed appreciation for the work of this Council in building up broader support of
immigrant settlement in Waterloo Region. Lucia agreed.
Lucia commented that during Syrian settlement having a school board superintendent greatly
benefitted the steering groups through immediate changes and suggested that we invite that
representative.
Karen recalled that voting members are selected for up to three two-year terms with the exception of
the YMCA and KWMC which have permanent representation. With four members nearing end of
term, she reflected that this is a sizable change in composition and asked if Council wants to consider
some mechanism for ongoing involvement.
Douglas felt it important to keep people connected. Peter suggested that some members may take on
more targeted or action group type roles after their end of term. Tracey suggested we consider an
alumni strategy which at minimum keeps past members informed about our work and opportunities
for engagement (i.e., surveys, etc.). Eliseo suggested a group could look at good practices in other
communities.
Tara noted that there will be a leadership transition at the end of the year as Pari assumes Chair,
Karen becomes past-Chair and a new Vice-Chair should be selected. She invited members to
consider their interest and availability and noted a formal process will commence in the fall.
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5.2 Advocacy Update: Municipal Delegation; Federal Election
Karen reported that the first municipal delegations recently took place. She and Tara delegated at the
City of Cambridge Council meeting and Lucia delegated at the Region of Waterloo Council meeting.
Lucia was pleased with response to the delegation at Regional Council. She felt Chair Redman
summarized the presentation perfectly and took away a need for focus on immigration attraction and
attention to perceptions of immigration in the Region.
Karen noted that Cambridge Council was engaged but had different questions, and didn’t get the
importance of the attraction piece as much. They seemed more interested in the child/family aspect.
Jennifer noted a lack of basic immigration knowledge and further room for education. Diana agreed
and said that following the initial delegations she and Tara discussed development of an Immigration
101 type module for municipal and other stakeholders in Waterloo Region.
Tara noted that the Federal Election is coming up in October and asked if Council would like to again
survey all candidates on immigration topics and share across Waterloo Region to help inform voting.
Council asked staff to proceed.
5.3 Immigration Partnership Fund Growth Plan
Pari reminded Council of the history of the Immigration Partnership Fund for Syrian Newcomers and
the previous Council decision to establish the legacy Immigration Partnership Council Fund for
Immigrant and Refugee Initiatives at the KW Community Foundation. She reflected on the generosity
of people who donated to the fund and the importance of the fund in supporting effective settlement.
She asked Council for direction on the new Fund and how to grow it.
Peter asked if the Is KWCF committed to growing the Fund. Tara replied no; that IP Council is the
fund holder and it is the fund holder’s responsibility to grow the fund.
Lucia indicated that accumulated funds could be used to supplement provincial funding cuts.
Tara indicated that there is some money in the fund that was unspent from the Syrian Fund, but that
the new fund is an endowment, which kicks out only a portion of dollars for granting each year based
on set KWCF formulas. If the Fund does not grow, the level of granting each year will be insignificant.
What is the point of having this Fund if it doesn’t do anything and are there ways in which the
Partnership wants/is able to grow it?
Tracey asked what level of annual granting we want where we need to be to have that.
Karen asked if the fund has to be an endowment or if it can be changed to a flow-through?
Douglas noted that fundraising takes huge resources. He reflected that we should first determine
need, communicate the need to the community then come up with the fundraising plan – focus on
awareness.
Karen asked for volunteers to work with Tara for on this. Douglas suggested that Tara first work with
fundraisers on a plan and brings it back to Council. He suggested that the fundraiser for Sunnyside
Home could help. He asked about United Way and YMCA fundraisers. Nancy agreed to follow-up.
Jennifer questioned if this is a role for this Council. It is within our scope given that IPC is an
advocacy and policy council. Karen noted that this Council approved this fund it is already involved
and suggested proceeding as Douglas suggested.
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5.4 Data Update
WR Matters Survey
Diana shared the results from the WR Matters Survey. She highlighted that while overall residents in
Waterloo Region see the benefits of immigration, at 36%, a lot of people still seem to have a negative
perceptions. She also flagged that on questions which focus on the immigrant rather than community,
responses fall even lower. She noted that the survey provides some insights into why people
responded the way they did.

Nancy asked what the other category means. Diana replied we would need to follow-up with focus
groups to understand that. Pari noted that language and work seem to be common themes and
suggested we might start there. Diana expressed a need for myth busting and noted that the BSG will
host a session this summer.
1:35 Lucia Harrison left the meeting.
Immigration Matters Survey
Dan reported that IP recently launched its bi-annual community survey on June 17 – this year it
targets only immigrants (of any status). The survey is open until July 9 and engagement from all IP
members is needed. The numbers are going well but need to keep on top of it and keep promoting it.
Tara emphasised that this is everyone’s survey and everyone in the Partnership needs to do
everything they can to get the survey out and get immigrants and refugees to respond. She said that
to reach the target of 1,000 responses, every member needs to get just 10 people to respond.
Douglas suggested that Tara ask ROW communications staff to promote. Tracey asked that this be
sent to everyone as a separate email indicating action required, deadlines and targets
Waterloo Region Immigration Profile
Deferred to next meeting.
Karen called Council’s attention to the CAP Progress Report in the Consent Agenda and noted
several items which Council can help with. She thanked everyone for their contributions. Tara was
requested to send that event as a calendar invite to Council.
Action Items:
 IP to survey Federal Election candidates on immigration topics in advance of the election.
 Tara to connect with ROW/UW/YMCA fundraisers to draft fundraising options for the
Immigration Partnership Fund for Immigrant and Refugee Initiatives.
 Immigration Matters survey to be emailed to Council with directions.
 BSG myth-busting session info to be shared with Council.
 Send Cambridge Newcomer Day Celebration calendar invite to Council.
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6. Meeting Adjourned at 2:00pm
Next Meeting: 18 September 2019, 12:00 – 2:00pm
Location: 150 Frederick St, Room 110 (Gaukel)
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Immigration Partnership Council
Meeting Minutes
Date
Time
Location
Present
Regrets
Absent
Staff

18 September 2019
12:00pm – 2:00pm
150 Frederick St, Room 110 (Gaukel)
Karen Spencer (Chair), Pari Karem (Vice Chair), Eliseo Martell (SSG Chair), Peter
Donahue (Past Chair), Jennifer Roggemann, Tracey Hare Connell, Dr Ernest Osei, Linda
Terry, Lucia Harrison, Nancy Bird, Kelly McManus, Thusany Puvanendran
Dianne Boston-Nyp (BSG Chair), Conal Vaughan, Sonja Erstic, Alejandra Amez, Nora
Whittington
Yasir Dildar, Ian McLean (WSG Chair), Douglas Bartholomew-Saunders
Tara Bedard, Pauline Peng, Dan Vandebelt, Diana Palmerin Velasco

1. Welcome and Review of the Meeting Agenda
Meeting started at 12:15pm. Karen Spencer welcomed everyone and introduced new member,
Thusany Puvanendran from the Waterloo-Wellington Local Health Integration Network, who will
replace Jenny Flagler-George.
2. Declaration of Conflict of Interest
No conflicts of interest were declared.
3. Items for Approval
3.1 New Member Appointment
Motion: That the Immigration Partnership Council appoint Thusany Puvanendran (Waterloo
Wellington Local Health Integration Network) to the Immigration Partnership Council.
 Eliseo Martell brought forward the motion.
 Lucia Harrison seconded the motion.
 Council voted to approve. No members opposed or abstained from vote. Motion carried.
3.2 Consent Agenda
Karen introduced the consent agenda, including the 19 June 2019 Council Meeting Minutes,
ED’s Report and the CAP Progress Report.
Motion: That the Immigration Partnership Council approve the consent agenda in its entirety.
 Kelly McManus brought forward the motion.
 Peter Donahue seconded the motion.
 Council voted to approve. No members opposed or abstained from vote. Motion carried.
Peter commented on jump in the analytics data, noting that when we run initiatives like the immigrant
survey they really grab people’s attention which shows in website and Twitter traffic.
4. CAP Implementation Highlights
SSG
Eliseo informed Council that this summer the SSG hosted an informal reflection on organization and
outcomes of the Syrian refugee settlement initiative partners looking at what we learned about ways
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of working in that process and what has happened since the Resettlement Steering Committee
folded. There was some discussion about elements that worked particularly well and what partners
might like to bring back to continue to work as effectively as possible to support refugee resettlement.
Questions considered: What are the things that we have done that make things better than before?
What are the things that need change? Eliseo noted that Dan can provide the notes from the meeting
upon request.
Kelly noted that Waterloo Region’s resettlement response was extremely positive but that it was a
crisis situation due to the speed and volume of arrivals and it is not likely that we can return to the
ways we operated in those circumstances. She noted we should be proud of that response but also
work on managing expectations in normal times.
Karen noted that this may be a question of what we want to look like in the future, which will be
discussed at the Immigration Forum and through CAP planning.
Lucia noted that the community did amazing things during Syrian resettlement in part because of who
was at the table. She suggested that we consider this in terms of representation in upcoming IP
Council recruitment. She also suggested that we forecast what the next big issues will be and recruit
accordingly, i.e., housing.
BSG
Diana Palmerin Velasco provided an update on behalf of Dianne Boston-Nyp. She reported that the
BSG held another Multicultural Connections Forum in August for 35 people from different ethnocultural groups, as well as a panel with ethno-cultural groups and thematic round table discussions.
The event was very well received: 94% of the participants thought it was excellent/very good. BSG is
now planning next steps.
BSGs Public Education Working Group offered a presentation on Immigration Myths and Facts to
BSG members. IP and Reception House partnered to offer this presentation. 20 BSG members
attended. The discussion was fruitful and the group is now considering how to bring this out into the
community.
IP will again partner with the United Nations Migration Agency, IOM, to bring the Global Migration
Film Festival to Waterloo Region at the end of 2019. The working group is meeting to plan for this
year’s film festival in Waterloo Region. Council is invited to consider hosting a screening. Finally, BSG
partner City of Cambridge hosted Waterloo Region’s first ever Newcomer Day on Sept 17. There
were many positive outcomes of the day and the group will debrief on the event soon.
WSG
Tara Bedard provided an update on behalf of Ian McLean. She noted that IP partnered with the
Greater KW Chamber of Commerce to present a Point of View educational event in late June for
around 80 employers. She reported that the summer months were used to prepare for a busy autumn
line-up of events. IP is partnering with employment service providers on an Employer Recognition
Breakfast taking place on Sept 19 with a focus on hiring immigrants. IP is supporting New Horizons
Media to host the first Immigrant Business Expo in Kitchener on Sept 21. Numerous other employer
outreach and networking events are planned for the autumn. WSG continues to promote its employer
survey to gather feedback on the feasibility of the immigrant talent hub concept; there are currently
have 52 responses (seek 100).
5. Items for Information/Discussion
5.1 Immigration Profile and Immigration Matters Survey Results
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Tara and Dan Vandebelt presented an overview of the Waterloo Region Immigration Profile1 and
initial findings from the Immigration Matters Survey (double click images below to view presentations).

Waterloo Region
Immigration Profile (2019)

Immigration Matters Survey
Initial Findings
Immigration Partnership Council
September 18, 2019

Council held a fulsome discussion of the data.
Nancy Bird suggested that the housing affordability data be shared with the Region of Waterloo and
the cities as they develop affordable housing plans. Tara noted that this is/will be done.
Referring to the employment outcomes data, Pari Karen noted that the mental health and wellbeing of
professional immigrants can be very challenging, especially for those who do not find work
commensurate with their experience/expectations and who quickly start to feel undervalued. This in
turn impacts physical health as well. She noted the aspirations of immigration policy versus the reality
of immigration experiences in community hurt people.
Ernest agreed, noting he sees examples of this in his work with international PhD students and their
frustration is huge.
Diana noted that there are many bridging programs for professional immigrants in Toronto to help
people find jobs that match their skill level and that these are lacking in Waterloo Region. Peter noted
that Laurier University tried to secure funding for such programs but was unsuccessful.
Tracey Hare Connell noted that with the election coming there are political implications of what the
data shows. The underemployment of immigrants will likely be born out in voting as people blame
immigrants for being “unsuccessful”.
Lucia noted that this is an old problem and suggested it is important for IP Council to call this what it
is - systematic discrimination.
Eliseo reflected on the need to be honest about the nature of our community, which sees itself as
very open when in fact it is fairly conservative. He feels the data shows a need for more work with
employers on immigrant hiring.
Kelly left the meeting at 1:31
Jennifer Roggeman noted that the data shows problems are still present but there are small
improvements from 10 or 20 years ago and we should celebrate each small step.
Eliseo noted a discrepancy between responses to questions on “sense of belonging” and “feeling
lonely or isolated.” He suggested it would be important to find out what “belonging” means to the
1

Access the full Immigration Profile here: https://www.immigrationwaterlooregion.ca/en/businessopportunities/resources/Resources--Publications/Waterloo-Region-Immigration-Profile-2019.pdf.
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survey respondents or ask deeper questions next time. Jennifer suggested seeing if everyone in the
Region feels this way or if it is a unique issue for immigrants. Tara suggested that this could be a
useful topic on which to engage focus groups, noting that another survey question won’t likely get the
nuance Council seeks.
Nancy left the meeting at 1:39
5.2 Community Action Plan Refresh
Tara noted that IPs current Community Action Plan (CAP) end at the end of 2019 and called attention
to the proposed approach to refresh of the CAP. She suggested that Council endorse a process
which is firmly based on 10 years of working together and the significant evidence base developed by
IP in recent years about community needs and desires, and which requires less engagement of
partners due to a focus on tweaking what we have rather than planning from scratch. She suggested
a refreshed CAP which spans 5 years to align with the next IRCC funding cycle.
Council was in agreement with the proposed approach. Tara therefore presented a proposed
overview of the planning and engagement timeline for refresh of the CAP.

Proposed Community Action Plan Refresh Overview
• Council/SG partners read overview of outcomes and progress under
current CAP and data summary provided by staff: Propose to
provide by late Oct/early Nov.
• Community insight on several recurring problems gathered at 2019
Immigration Forum (tentative date, Nov 13).
• Planning retreat in involving all Council and some SG partners (open
invite): Propose ½ or full day in mid-Nov, possibly Nov 20 when
Council already meets, with external facilitator.
• Staff develop and present to Council and SGs draft refreshed CAP:
Propose to bring forward for input at first meetings of 2020 (Feb).
• Final adjustments to refreshed CAP made: Propose ready for
approval at April 2020 Council meeting with launch of new 5-year
IRCC funding cycle.
• With EAC, revise IPs Results Framework in line with CAP: Propose
ready for approval at the June 2020 Council meeting.

Council was in agreement and requested that Tara proceed with the plan and quickly set dates for the
November planning meeting.
5.3 Municipal Delegations Update & Next Steps
Deferred.
5.4 IP Council Recruitment Update
Peter reminded Council that the Vice Chair Call for Nomination is open and encouraged members to
consider this leadership opportunity. He noted that he is following up on new member recruitment
with for two open spaces – one school board representative and one business representative.
5.5 2019 Immigration Forum Update
Lucia reported that an ad hoc group of Council has worked with Tara in planning the next Immigration
Forum. The event will focus on the future of immigration in Waterloo Region. IP will partner with the
Chamber of Commerce to engage more business representatives. The tentative date is November 13
and the likely keynote speaker is the Hon Perrin Beatty from the Canadian Chamber of Commerce.
Also plan to bring colleagues from like communities in Ontario to share different approaches they are
taking and to engage municipal leaders in a closing panel for reflections. IPs Steering Groups have
identified problem statements to be workshopped at the forum.
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Ernest left the meeting at 1:44.
Jennifer left the meeting at 1:46.
5.6 Refugee Claimants Update
Lucia recalled that at Council’s June Meeting the impact of provincial cuts on refugee claimants was
discussed, especially re legal aid and elimination of transitional child benefits. Those changes are
imminent and will adversely impact many claimants. She also noted continued experiences of
claimants being refused access to shelter and housing supports and discussion with the Region
about such. She noted that KWMC made a request to Tara that IP lead a mapping of refugee
claimant service eligibility across sectors. Tara noted that she’s also discussed service eligibility with
the Region and suggested that IP proceed with the mapping and follow-up education with service
areas.
On the transitional child benefit cuts, she noted a recent report to Regional Council indicating that750
families in the Region (including many claimants) are impacted in the amount of $250,000 in monthly
benefits and subsequent advocacy by Regional Council with the Province. She asked if IP Council
wants to add its voice in letting the province know the cuts will harm residents of Waterloo Region via
letters to the area MPPs. Council directed her to proceed.
5.7 Children and Youth Planning Table Request
Deferred.
Action items:
 Ensure housing affordability data is shared with Region and cities.
 Compare Immigrant Survey belonging and isolation responses to overall population figures.
 Explore hosting focus groups to drill down on belonging and isolation survey data.
 Facilitate a CAP planning process as endorsed by IP Council.
 Send a doodle poll to IP Council to arrange the November CAP planning meeting ASAP.
 On behalf of IP Council, submit letters to area MPPs noting concern about elimination of
transitional child benefits.
6. Meeting Adjourned at 2:00pm
Next Meeting: 20 November 2019, 12:00 – 2:00pm
Location: 150 Frederick St, Room 110 (Gaukel)
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